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Abstract

When developing deep learning models, we usually decide what task we want
to solve then search for a model that generalizes well on the task. An intriguing
question would be: what if, instead of fixing the task and searching in the model

space, we fix the model and search in the task space? Can we find tasks that the
model generalizes on? How do they look, or do they indicate anything? These are
the questions we address in this paper.
We propose a task discovery framework that automatically finds examples of such
tasks via optimizing a generalization-based quantity called agreement score. We
demonstrate that one set of images can give rise to many tasks on which neural
networks generalize well. These tasks are a reflection of the inductive biases of
the learning framework and the statistical patterns present in the data, thus they
can make a useful tool for analysing the neural networks and their biases. As an
example, we show that the discovered tasks can be used to automatically create

“adversarial train-test splits” which make a model fail at test time, without changing

the pixels or labels, but by only selecting how the datapoints should be split between
the train and test sets. We end with a discussion on human-interpretability of the
discovered tasks.

1 Introduction

Deep learning models are found to generalize well, i.e., exhibit low test error when trained on
human-labelled tasks. This can be seen as a consequence of the models’ inductive biases that favor
solutions with low test error over those which also have low training loss but higher test error. In this
paper, we aim to find what are examples of other tasks1 that are favored by neural networks, i.e., on
which they generalize well. We will also discuss some of the consequences of such findings.

We start by defining a quantity called agreement score (AS) to measure how well a network generalizes
on a task. It quantifies whether two networks trained on the same task with different training
stochasticity (e.g., initialization) make similar predictions on new test images. Intuitively, a high
AS can be seen as a necessary condition for generalization, as there cannot be generalization if the
AS is low and networks converge to different solutions. On the other hand, if the AS is high, then
there is a stable solution that different networks converge to, and, therefore, generalization is possible

(see Appendix J). We show that the AS indeed makes for a useful metric and differentiates between
human- and random-labelled tasks (see Fig. 1-center).

Given the AS as a prerequisite of generalization, we develop a task discovery framework that
optimizes it and finds new tasks on which neural networks generalize well. Experimentally, we found
that the same images can allow for many different tasks on which different network architectures
generalize (see an example in Fig. 1-right).

1In the context of this paper, generally, a “task” is a labelling of a dataset, and any label set defines a “task”.
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Figure 1: Left: The agreement score (AS) measures whether two networks trained on the task ⌧ with different
optimization stochasticity (e.g., initialization) make the same prediction on a test image x̂. f(x̂, w) denotes a
network with weights w applied to an input x̂. w̃ and w⇤ denote initial and converged weights, respectively.
Center: The agreement score successfully differentiates between human-labelled tasks based on CIFAR-10
original labels and random-labelled tasks. The task discovery framework finds novel tasks with high agreement
scores. Right: Examples of a discovered, human-labelled (animals vs. non-animals) and random-labelled
tasks on CIFAR-10. This particular discovered task looks visually distinct and seems to be based on the image
background.

Finally, we discuss how the proposed framework can help us understand deep learning better, for
example, by demonstrating its biases and failure modes. We use the discovered tasks to split a
dataset into train test sets in an adversarial way instead of random splitting. After training on the
train set, the network fails to make correct predictions on the test set. The adversarial splits can
be seen as using the “spurious” correlations that exist in the datasets via discovered tasks. We
conjecture that these tasks provide strong adversarial splits since task discovery finds tasks that are
“favored” by the network the most. Unlike manually curated benchmarks that reveal similar failing
behaviours [67, 47, 77], or pixel-level adversarial attacks [71, 40, 51], the proposed approach finds
the adversarial split automatically and does not need to change any pixels or labels or collect new
difficult or adversarial images.

2 Related Work

Deep learning generalization. It is not well understood yet why deep neural networks generalize
well in practice while being overparameterized and having large complexity [26, 21, 59, 80, 75]. A
line of work approaches this question by investigating the role of the different components of deep
learning [1, 57, 2, 1, 53, 82, 72, 19] and developing novel complexity measures that could explain
neural networks’ generalization [58, 32, 46, 54, 69]. The proposed task discovery framework can
serve as an experimental tool to shed more light on when and how deep learning models generalize.
Also, compared to existing quantities for studying generalization, namely [81], which is based on the
training process only, our agreement score is directly based on test data and generalization.

Similarity measures between networks. Measuring the similar between two networks is challenging
and depends on a particular application. Two common approaches are to measure the similarity
between hidden representations [45, 38, 41, 66, 44, 53] and the predictions made on unseen data [70].
Similar to our work, [19, 29, 64] also use an agreement score measure. In contrast to these works,
which mainly use the AS as a metric, we turn it into an optimization objective to find new tasks with
the desired property of good generalization.

Bias-variance decomposition. The AS used in this work can be seen as a measure of the variance
term in the bias-variance decomposition of the test error [18, 4, 73, 14]. Recent works investigate how
this term behaves in deep learning models [3, 55, 79, 56]. In contrast, we characterize its dependence
on the task being learned instead of the model’s complexity and find those that maximize the AS.

Creating distribution shifts. Distributions shifts can result from e.g. spurious correlations, under-
sampling [77] or adversarial attacks [71, 40, 51]. To create such shifts to study the failure modes of
networks, one needs to define them manually [67, 47]. We show that it is possible to automatically

create many such shifts that lead to a significant accuracy drop on a given dataset using the discovered
tasks (see Sec. 6 and Fig. 5-left). In contrast to other automatic methods to find such shifts, the
proposed approach allows to creates many of them for a learning algorithm rather than for a single
trained model [16], does not require additional prior knowledge [12] or adversarial optimization [42],
and does not change pixel values [40] or labels.
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Data-centric analyses of learning. Multiple works study how training data influences the final
model. Common approaches are to measure the effect of removing, adding or mislabelling individual
data points or a group of them [36, 37, 27, 28]. Instead of choosing which objects to train on, in task
discovery, we choose how to label a fixed set of objects (i.e., tasks), s.t. a network generalizes well.

3 Agreement Score: Measuring Consistency of Labeling Unseen Data
In this section, we introduce the basis for the task discovery framework: the definition of a task and
the agreement score, a measure of the task’s generalizability. We then provide an empirical analysis
of this score and demonstrate that it differentiates human- and random-labelled tasks.

Notation and definitions. Given a set of N images X = {xi}N
i=1

, x 2 X , we define a task as a
binary labelling of this set ⌧ : X ! {0, 1} (a multi-class extension is straightforward). We denote
the corresponding labelled dataset as D(X, ⌧) = {(x, ⌧(x))|x 2 X} and the set of all possible
tasks (i.e., label sets) on X as TX . We consider a learning algorithm A to be a neural network
f(·; w) : X ! [0, 1] with weights w trained by SGD with cross-entropy loss. Due to the inherent
stochasticity, such as random initialization and mini-batching, this learning algorithm induces a
distribution over the weights given a dataset w ⇠ A(D(X, ⌧)).

3.1 Agreement Score as a Measure of Generalization
A standard approach to measure the generalization of a learning algorithm A trained on D(Xtr, ⌧)
is to measure the test error on D(Xte, ⌧). The test error can be decomposed into bias and variance
terms [4, 73, 14], where, in our case, the stochasticity is due to A while the train-test split is fixed.
We now examine how this decomposition depends on the task ⌧ . The bias term measures how much
the average prediction deviates from ⌧ and mostly depends on what are the test labels on Xte. The
variance term captures how predictions of different models agree with each other and does not depend
on the task’s test labels but only on training labels through D(Xtr, ⌧). We suggest measuring the
generalizability of a task ⌧ with an agreement score, as defined below.

For a given train-test split Xtr, Xte and a task ⌧ , we define the agreement score (AS) as:

AS(⌧ ; Xtr, Xte) = Ew1,w2⇠A(D(Xtr,⌧))Ex⇠Xte [f(x; w1) = f(x; w2)], (1)

where the first expectation is over different models trained on D(Xtr, ⌧) and the inner expectation
is averaging over the test set. Practically, this corresponds to training two networks from different
initializations on the training dataset labelled by ⌧ and measuring the agreement between these two
models’ predictions on the test set (see Fig. 1-left and the inner-loop in Fig. 3-left).

The AS depends only on the task’s training labels, thus, test labels are not required. However, it
is tightly connected to the test error, as having a high-AS task ⌧ that labels training data, one can
construct a task with a high test accuracy. We note, however, that when the task is given and fixed, the
high-AS provides only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a high test accuracy as test labels
can take any values in general (e.g., be adversarial as in Sec. 5), thus, it cannot be used to predict the
test accuracy, in this case [29, 35]. Refer to Appendix J for a more in-depth discussion.

3.2 Agreement Score Behaviour for Random- and Human-Labelled Tasks

Here, we demonstrate that the AS exhibits the desired behaviour of differentiating human-labelled
from random-labelled tasks. We take the set of images X from the CIFAR-10 dataset [39] and
split the original training set into 45K images for Xtr and 5K for Xte. We split 10 original classes
differently into two sets of 5 classes to construct 5-vs-5 binary classification tasks ⌧hl. Out of all

�
10

5

�

tasks, we randomly sub-sample 20 ones to form the set of human-labelled tasks THL. We construct the
set of 20 random-labelled tasks TRL by generating binary labels for all images randomly and fixing
them throughout the training, similar to [81]. We use ResNet-18 [24] architecture and Adam [34]
optimizer as the learning algorithm A, unless otherwise specified. We measure the AS by training
two networks for 100 epochs, which is enough to achieve zero training error for all considered tasks.

AS differentiates human- from random-labelled tasks. Fig. 1-center shows that human-labelled
tasks have a higher AS than random-labelled ones. This coincides with our intuition that one should
not expect generalization on a random task, for which AS is close to the chance level of 0.5. Note, that
the empirical distribution of the AS for random-labelled tasks (Fig. 2-left) is an unbiased estimation
of the AS distribution over all possible tasks, as TRL are uniform samples from TXtr . This suggests
that high-AS tasks do not make for a large fraction of all tasks. A high AS of human-labelled tasks
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Figure 2: Agreement score for human- and random-labelled tasks. Left: AS measured on three architectures:
ResNet-18, MLP and ViT. Center: AS measured on ResNet-18 for different numbers of training images N . The
standard deviation is over four random tasks and three data splits. Right: Ablating the sources of stochasticity
present in A. Each row shows when one of the 1) initialization, 2) data-order or 3) CUDA is stochastic and the
other two sources are fixed, and the bottom is when all the sources are fixed (see Sec. 3.2). The differentiation
between human- and random-labelled tasks stably persists across different architectures, data sizes and sources
of randomness.

is also consistent with the understanding that a network is able to generalize when trained on the
original CIFAR-10 labels.

How does the AS differ across architectures? In addition to ResNet-18, we measure the AS using
MLP [70] and ViT architectures [15] (see Appendix L.3). Fig. 2-left shows that the AS for all the
architectures distinguishes tasks from TRL and THL well. MLP and ViT have lower AS than ResNet-
18, aligned with our understanding that convolutional networks should exhibit better generalization
on this small dataset due to their architectural inductive biases. Similar to the architectural analysis,
we provide the analysis on the data-dependency of the AS in Appendix C.

How does the AS depend on the training size? When only too little data is available for training,
one could expect the stochasticity in A to play a bigger role than data, i.e., the agreement score
decreases with less data. This intuition is consistent with empirical evidence for human-labelled
tasks, as seen in Fig. 2-center. However, for random-labelled tasks, the AS increases with less data
(but they still remain distinguishable from human-labelled tasks). One possible reason is that when
the training dataset is very small, and the labels are random, the two networks do not deviate much
from their initializations. This results in similar networks and consequently a high AS, but basically
irrelevant to the data and uninformative.

Any stochasticity is enough to provide differentiation. We ablate the three sources of stochasticity
in A: 1) initialization, 2) data-order and 3) CUDA stochasticity [31]. The system is fully deterministic
with all three sources fixed, thus, AS=1. Interestingly, when any of these variables change between
two runs, the AS drops, creating separation between human- and random-labelled tasks.

These empirical observations show that the AS well differentiates between human- and random-
labelled tasks across multiple architectures, dataset sizes and sources of stochasticity.

4 Task Discovery via Meta-Optimization of the Agreement Score
As the previous section shows, AS is a useful measure of network’s generalization on a given task. A
natural question then arises: are there high-AS tasks other than human-labelled ones, and what are

they? In this section, we establish a task discovery framework to automatically search for these tasks
and study this question computationally.

4.1 Task Space Parametrization and Agreement Score Meta-Optimization

Our goal is to find a task ⌧ that maximizes AS(⌧). It is a high-dimensional discrete optimization
problem which is computationally hard to solve. In order to make it differentiable and utilize more
efficient first-order optimization methods, we, first, substitute the 0-1 loss in Eq. 1 with the cross-
entropy loss lce. Then, we parameterize the space of tasks with a task network t✓ : X ! [0, 1] and
treat the AS as a function of its parameters ✓. This basically means that we view the labelled training
dataset D(Xtr, ⌧) and a network t✓ with the same labels on Xtr as being equivalent, as one can
always train a network to fit the training dataset.

Given that all the components are now differentiable, we can calculate the gradient of the AS w.r.t.
task parameters r✓AS(t✓) by unrolling the inner-loop optimization and use it for gradient-based
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optimization over the task parameters ✓. This results in a meta-optimization problem where the
inner-loop optimization is over parameters w1, w2 and the outer-loop optimization is over ✓ (see
Fig. 3-left).

Evaluating the meta-gradient w.r.t. ✓ has high memory and computational costs, as we need to train
two networks from scratch in the inner-loop. To make it feasible, we limit the number of inner-loop
optimization steps to 50, which we found to be enough to separate the AS between random and
human-labelled tasks and provide a useful learning signal (see Appendix L.1). We additionally
use gradient checkpointing [8] after every inner-loop step to avoid linear memory consumption in
the number of steps. This allows us to run the discovery process for the ResNet-18 model on the
CIFAR-10 dataset using a single 40GB A100. See Appendix L.2 for more details.

4.2 Discovering a Set of Dissimilar Tasks with High Agreement Scores

The described AS meta-optimization results in only a single high-AS task, whereas there are poten-
tially many of them. Therefore, we would like to discover a set of tasks T = {t✓1 , . . . , t✓K }. A naive
approach to finding such a set would be to run the meta-optimization from K different intializations
of task parameters ✓. However, this results in a set of similar (or even the same) tasks, as we observed
in the preliminary experiments. Therefore, we aim to discover dissimilar tasks to better represent the
set of all high-AS tasks. We measure the similarity between two tasks on a set X as follows:

simX(⌧1, ⌧2) = max {Ex⇠X [⌧1(x) = ⌧2(x)], Ex⇠X [⌧1(x) = 1 � ⌧2(x)]} , (2)
where the maximum accounts for the labels’ flipping. Since this metric is not differentiable, we,
instead, use a differentiable loss Lsim to minimize the similarity (defined later in Sec. 4.3, Eq. 5).
Finally, we formulate the task discovery framework as the following optimization problem over T :

arg max
T={t✓1 ,...,t✓K

}
Et✓⇠T AS(t✓) � � · Lsim(T ). (3)

We show the influence of � on task discovery in Appendix H. Note that this naturally avoids
discovering trivial solutions that are highly imbalanced (e.g., labelling all objects with class 0) due
to the similarity loss, as these tasks are similar to each other, and a set T that includes them will be
penalized.

In practice, we could solve this optimization sequentially – i.e., first find t✓1 , freeze it and add it to T ,
then optimize for t✓2 , and so on. However, we found this to be slow. In the next Sec. 4.3, we provide
a solution that is more efficient, i.e., can find more tasks with less compute.

Regulated task discovery. The task discovery formulation above only concerns with finding high-
AS tasks – which is the minimum requirement for having generalizable tasks. One can introduce
additional constraints to regulate the discovery process, e.g., by adding a regularizer to Eq. 3 or via
the task network’s architectural biases. This approach can allow for a guided task discovery to favor
the discovery of particular tasks. We provide an example of a regulated discovery in Sec. 5.1 by using
self-supervised pre-trained embeddings as the input to the task network.

4.3 Modelling The Set of Tasks with an Embedding Space

Modelling every task by a separate network increases memory and computational costs. In order to
amortize these costs, we adopt an approach popular in multi-task learning and model task networks
with a shared encoder e(·; ✓e) : X ! Rd and a task-specific linear head ✓l 2 Rd, so that t✓(x) =
e(x; ✓e)>✓l. See Fig. 3-right for visualization. Then, instead of learning a fixed set of different
task-specific heads, we aim to learn an embedding space where any linear hyperplane gives rise to a
high-AS task. Thus, an encoder with parameters ✓e defines the following set of tasks:

T✓e = {t✓ | ✓ = (✓e, ✓l), ✓l 2 Rd}. (4)
This set is not infinite as it might seem at first since many linear layers will correspond to the same
shattering of X . The size of T✓e as measured by the number of unique tasks on X is only limited by
the dimensionality of the embedding space d and the encoder’s expressivity. Potentially, it can be as
big as the set of all shatterings when d = |X| � 1 and the encoder e is flexible enough [74].

We adopt a uniformity loss over the embedding space [76] to induce dissimilarity between tasks:

Lsim(T✓e) = Lunif(✓e) = log Ex1,x2 exp

⇢
↵ · e(x1; ✓e)>e(x2; ✓e)

ke(x1; ✓e)k · ke(x2; ✓e)k

�
, (5)
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<latexit sha1_base64="hl6Fnqli/3OWWlMpmtB064Zis3g=">AAAIpHiclVXLbtpAFHUS0lL6StplpWpUmgraKMIICFVVKYQkyiKVUiUkkTCg8fhCrIxtOh4CkeVP6b/0I7rpH3TdZVcdPxKMzaOxhBiuz733nDtnBrVPdZsXCr+WlldSqw8eph9lHj95+uz52vqLM9saMAINYlGLXajYBqqb0OA6p3DRZ4ANlcK5elX33p9fA7N1yzzlN31oGbhn6l2dYC5CnfWUsaEYmF8STJ09N6dwGHG/qsOZ/+06Fx3HhzBDxFzX3URcRCLAS+A4xCr+D9fNZzZuc2onk2WT6Dz6jHy0qjr7bscZKbZuoGgOTKECgoqLlBFQy7Zz3dzoUzRlKIcpw/b7jryQQX4TJSoUIxWKiyt4kv31mKMJQ48ihS7HjFlDNL8G+oAU8Y0UolkcKSZWKV44aXSPOQuGyaLjSYk5uYvnKVD5/7FAbpSf0fBusGKsc3YwCrtPxymklVOdauAMXUF+ElFMIIozEIENptcPTBZ6Xrh41uDG7o47GdFFFl5sUU895Hz3KJsC2GMAZjidDvjbr9IB3EZo26d8rVsU+DgoNPKOLGYpOjEdmz0K3xCIzol6bYVbfTStZqhMCHVzoph/ZRS9Y95Zyxa2Cv6Dkgs5XGR33v44+P3ne+24s77yWtEsMjDA5IRi227KhT5vOZhxnVBwM8rAhj4mV7gHTbE0sQF2ywnmgjZERENdi4mPyZEfjWY42LDtG0MVSI+yHX/nBae9aw54t9pydLM/4GCSoFF3QBG3kHfLIk1nQDi9EQtMmC64InKJGSZc3MUTXUZdEZ2UoV3rfTsUMgqUZDIZRdwmxDIMbGpOeGZch45tRDwbZRQNuuKvIHaFH55+OXKdUnW7uleIY2AC87Fcqe+W4pjIYQtglVq9XonD7gwbYPb3q+VSLY4pTmD2KuWD8oGQNwHyHDWXdODZuZx9s86lazFhbpjLloGWZBrdh6BLU27Nupuysrcp0RRfXCwjEJzEhjpj6Fv1Pl6cKDl+fpKLs+KWXNkqfZWzO7tS8KSlV9IbKSfJ0ra0Ix1Kx1JDIqmfqb+rK6up9Lv0Ufok3Qigy0thzktp4km3/wGjuCfQ</latexit>

t1(x) � e(x; ✓e)>✓1

l
<latexit sha1_base64="dCPozB5Mz/Oljt1jO8TcvXogtlw=">AAAI5niclVXbbtNAEHUvgRBuLUi8IKEVpVICVRVHaRoESL2rDyAV0ZtUp9Z6PWmsri+sN00qy7/AG+IJiT/gF/gN/oBnvoD1JY0vaUJXijwZn5k5M3t2rTnUcHm1+ntqema2cOt28U7p7r37Dx7OzT86dO0uI3BAbGqzYw27QA0LDrjBKRw7DLCpUTjSzjeD90cXwFzDtvb5pQMtE59ZRtsgmAuXOj/7c1ExMe8QTL0tv6xw6PMwq8dZ+PS9Y9ULIcwUPt/3lxAXngSwAxzHWCX84/uV0uIgZv1TOm0eXUHvUIjWNG/bV72+4homSsbACCogqPhI6QO1XbfcLvffJEN6chzSO32pyhMZVJZQLkMtkaE2OUPQcmgPOVrQCyhSaHPMmN1D43OgV0gRT6QQ3eZIsbBG8cRJoxvMWTDMJx1OSszJnzxPgar8jwTK/co1Ba8GK8Y6ZgeTsJtUHEFa2TeoDl7PF+TTiFoOUbsGEclgdP5IZLHmhYqvG9xQ3VklIzpJwpMlGnQP5VA9ypIAnjEAK56OCuH2a7QLAw89DSlfGDYFPnQGPXJVFsMUpZiBrTMKnxGI0rmEpwq3HZRPytXaDcJHERjMRozKLws24aVTCy4KdW6hulwNF8obcmwsrL34tfPn7/f1PXV+5pmi26RrgsUJxa57Ilcd3vIw4wah4JeUrgsOJuf4DE6EaWET3JYXTRYtCo+O2jYTP4uj0JuM8LDpupemJpABZTf7LnCOenfS5e1myzMsp8vBIlGhdpcibqPgnka6wYBweikMTJghuCLSwQwTLm7zVJV+W3jTbegXhuPGjfSjTkqlkiLuI2KbJrZ0Lz51vkeHQiSBEEuKDm3xMcl8BHb3P7z3vXpztblVzWIghXm90tjcqGcxieMawRrrm5uNLOxK8hFme7u5Ul/PYmopzFZjZWdlR7SXAgWSHEs6Et1YzqFcx9K1mZA3jGXLQM8zTe5DVOVEbl13uy3IwaYkQ8LmMhFRw3ls3GcGPeg+xIsTJWfPT944rC3LjeX6R3lhbUOKVlF6Kj2XypIsrUpr0q60Jx1IpPCk8LawXdgpdopfil+L3yLo9FQc81hKreKPfxflQKs=</latexit>

t2(x) � e(x; ✓e)>✓2

l
<latexit sha1_base64="kB4pAaj70t1L/6lDQqU4cQU2Azc=">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</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="J/Bs8758n9aR4X+//qs+lTTqonY=">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</latexit>⇢ <latexit sha1_base64="zqmJdKkuas+qQ+snby2Ta0igedc=">AAAJG3iclVVLbxNJEB4IZs3wSpbjSqhFFMmGKPJYiQlaISUkQUiABCKBSBln1NMuOyN6Hulpx86O+qfsr9j7Xrghrhw4cOOHUPMwHs84NmnJmnb1V1VfVX/dbQfcCWWj8e3K1YVrlet/VG/oN2/dvnN3cenP96HfFwwOmM99cWjTELjjwYF0JIfDQAB1bQ4f7I878fqHMxCh43v78jyAtkt7ntN1GJVospau/VgxXSpPGOXRrqqZEoYyiRpJkXxVdGhFCUS4aFNKrRKJlhzwBCTNsGbyR6m6vjLy2X43GbaMrpOnJEHbdrSnrGhoho5L8j4whQogFUXMIXA/DGvd2vDvvMvAyFwGxw8tYy6D+iopRWjmIjTnR4hLTuZjjh4MYoocupIK4Q/I7BjkETHxS0zW8SUxPWpzOrfT5BJ9RobloONOYZ/U/H4iqv47EqgN6xck/NVYbOuMHczDLpNxCmlz3+EdiAYKyU8imiVE8wJEKoPp8VORZZpHFV/UuLG6i0omfJ6E50s0rh5qiXrMVQT2BICXdceCZPtt3oeRhR8nlM8cn4McG+MapWVgMzGVcKjX43BKAFOXAh6b0g/IlKDSal7CfxqDUXOwV6qGdOL9byYXBeXBCUXA6IvVhvrKPvazEF491U3b6fWEqazF5cZaIxmkPDGyyfLWduO/70v/e2+spYX7GJj1XfAk4zQMj4xGINsRFdJhHJRu9kMIKPtIe3CEU4+6ELajdDvIClo6pOsL/HmSJNa8R0TdMDx3bUTGZYbFtdg4be2oL7ub7cjxgr4Ej6WJun1OpE/iy510HAFM8nOcUCYc5ErYCRWUSXwCJrIMu2idLKNz5gRhVsgwrUTXdRMvMea7LvU6UXZUVcTH6mWxenWzA118gQovx4v9169UtL75eHO3UcTABObJRmvn2XoRkzvjKay1vbPTKsJ+nZMUs7e3ubG+XcQ0JzC7rY3nG8+xvAlQrOOZpFOhzuScaHAmXV/gkYCZbAV0ykzz+5BmOTLaF12Jy0a8KXmXpLiCR1pwGZvVWUCPqk/weKKM4vkpT94314zW2vpbY3nrmZaOqvaX9kCraYb2WNvSXmhvtAONVV5WTiv/VKLqv9VP1c/VLyn06pXM5542MapffwLx4FT1</latexit>�
<latexit sha1_base64="ixV69WjwCSZ7BYGzUaCViOn3ajQ=">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</latexit>

T✓e =
<latexit sha1_base64="ixV69WjwCSZ7BYGzUaCViOn3ajQ=">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</latexit>

T✓e =

<latexit sha1_base64="xZBsO4WovkOhq3tdbP6whf40WNM=">AAAItniclVXrahNBFN5eojFWbRX9I8hgLCRaSjYkaUSEtmlLfyhU7A2ySZidPUmXzl6cnTQpy+KT+C6+hi8g/vYJnL202Uub2IWQydnvnPN9Z76ZqDbVHV6p/JqbX1jM3buff1B4uPTo8ZPllafHjjVkBI6IRS12qmIHqG7CEdc5hVObATZUCifqect/f3IBzNEt85Bf2tAx8MDU+zrBXIR6K4vfVxUD8zOCqbvjlRQOYx5UdTkLvj33tOcGEGaImOd5a4iLSAx4BhxHWCX44XnlwupVztbXZNksuow+ogCtqu6u13PHiqMbKJ4DN1ABQcVDyhio5Tilfmn8IZ4ykqOUUfdtT57JoLyGMhWqsQrV2RV8ycF6wtGEkU+RQp9jxqwRml4DvUOK+EYK0SyOFBOrFM+cNLrDnAXDbNHJpMScvNnzFKjy/1igNC7f0vB6sGKsU3YwDrtLxxtIK4c61cAdeYJ8ElHNIKq3IEIb3Fw/NFnkeeHi2wY3cXfayYjOsvBsi/rqoRS4R1kTwAEDMKPp9CDYfpUO4SpCu4KycqFbFPgk5kv0R51IloPhitZMx+aAwjcEgkqmQVfhlp3qG3S5vgyEdK/ERT1/P6v+we8tFyvrleBB2YUcLYqbb37u/fn7Y+ugt7LwStEsMjTA5IRix2nLFZt3XMy4TigISUMHbEzO8QDaYmliA5yOG04KrYqIhvoWEx+ToyAaz3Cx4TiXhiqQPmUn/c4P3vSuPeT9ZsfVTXvIwSRho/6QIm4h/95Fms6AcHopFpgwXXBF5AwzTLi4nRNdxn0RTcrQLnTbiYSMQyWFQkER9wuxDAObmhudIs+lE2MR31gFRYO++HNIXer7h58/eW6tudHcqaQxkMC8rzda27U0Jnb8Qlhjq9VqpGHXFg4xu7vNem0rjakmMDuN+l59T8hLgHzfTiUd2ngq58CWU+laTLgbprJloGWZxvch7NKWO7fdVkXZ35R4SiAulREKzmIjnSn0lfoAL06UnD4/2cVxdV1urNe+yMXNbSl88tJL6bVUkmRpQ9qU9qUD6Ugii79zS7nnuRf5Zr6bh/wghM7PRTnPpMSTt/8BLFQvHA==</latexit>

✓2

l

<latexit sha1_base64="iZQOXI2cTtyDT1G7SIoXu3rSNHA=">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</latexit>

✓1

l

3. Task meta-update
<latexit sha1_base64="TYMSWkdRr7m6RYfOk5LnnTtTJUQ=">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</latexit>

✓new  ✓ + ⌘ ·r✓AS(✓)

1. Train two networks on
<latexit sha1_base64="mgLrhC2JcoBb1WKa1AjUuZOkEHs=">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</latexit>

D(Xtr, t✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="wmVKfU62lC161Dxepd3bdbTZcjo=">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</latexit>

rw1 lce(f(x; w1), t✓(x))

<latexit sha1_base64="tUbgWI08InLufMlsheHDXXWsrrs=">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</latexit>

rw2 lce(f(x; w2), t✓(x))

2. Compute the AS
<latexit sha1_base64="Alhy5E3YLOHOSBTK1HewOq0Tt/w=">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</latexit>

AS(✓) = Ex⇠Xte lce(f(x; w⇤
1
(✓)), f(x; w⇤

2
(✓)))

<latexit sha1_base64="kIFIVaPlZXDaJRe3KY6e3l8at3w=">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</latexit>

w̃1

<latexit sha1_base64="rkVxqGxgMRL1bkQr8Nfjd/jFe9Q=">AAAGo3iclVTbTttAEDWQpjSlBVqpL31ZFUVKWoTiKAmpaCUggJDaStCGi4TTaL1ew4q1HXk3xGi1n9PH/kV/oi996390fSlxnEBgJcvj2TMzZ0bHY/YoYbxS+T0zO5d7lH88/6TwdOHZ88Wl5RfHzOv7CB8hj3r+qQkZpsTFR5xwik97PoaOSfGJedkK70+usM+I57b5dQ93HHjuEpsgyJWruzz3o2g4kF8gSMWOLBkcBzzKKrgfvaU47YoI4jvKJ6VcBVx5UsALzGGCNaIPKcuF4v+YrW+jacfRZfARRGjTFLuyKwKDEQekY/AEKlhRkcAIMPUYK9mlYCMdMtCTkMH3t119KoPyKhjLUE1lqE7PELYc2UOOLh6EFCm2OfR9bwDuzgHeAUO9gYEsjwPDhSaFUycNHjBnxXA86XBSak4S0CH9QI34jsEqePk+WigF5Vsq30xYzfceldPwh1SeQN5oE2phMZCqicKkGkNAVSZaVuq8bQ5D1WYVCug0aU6Xnmqiu7RSWatEB4wbemKsbL46/EN+bv866C7P/DUsD/Ud7HJEIWNneqXHOwL6nCCKVdN9hnsQXcJzfKZMFzqYdURcFxSVxwK256vH5SDypiMEdBi7dkyFDJtl2bvQOenurM/tZkcQt9fn2EVxIbtPAfdAuJ2ARXyMOL1WBkQ+UVwBuoA+RFztsJEqga28o21YV6THkkaCuJNCoWCovxB5jgNdSyTbQoqM1hTOsLCtdmhm9+23v3yWotZcb+5UZAaDRzDv643Wdi2LSYkyhjW2Wq1GFnajiBizu9us17aymOoIZqdR36vvyVAYelYG48ZxdU1vrNUO9ZXNbS0+89pr7Y1W0nRtXdvU9rUD7UhDuYVcNbeR+5Av5j/lv+bbMXR2Jol5qY2cfOcfXoZngw==</latexit>

w̃2

<latexit sha1_base64="mvDr1gJkY4QDe9G+hTqOjdWxcwo=">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</latexit>

w⇤
2
(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="wul2YJSZk+4rwF54IO9GOFtsBS8=">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</latexit>

w⇤
1
(✓)

inner-loop

outer-loop

The set of images
<latexit sha1_base64="TMiwdq7XSp01D68FPLq9lVm6VjY=">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</latexit>

X

Embedding space

Discovered set of tasks:

Figure 3: Left: Agreement score meta-optimization. Inner-loop: given the task t✓ 2 T , two networks w1, w2

optimize the cross-entropy loss lce on the training set labelled by the task t✓ (Sec. 4.1). After training, the
agreement between two networks is calculated on the test set. Outer-loop: the task parameters ✓ are updated
with the meta-gradient of the AS. Right: the task-space paramertrization with the shared encoder (Sec. 4.3). The
encoder e(· ; ✓2) (after projection) distributes images uniformly on the sphere in the embedding space. Different
tasks are then formed by applying a linear classifier with weights, e.g., ✓1l and ✓2l , passing through the origin.
The corresponding set of tasks T✓e consists of all such linear classifiers in this space. This results in a more
efficient task discovery framework than modelling each task with a separate network.

where the expectation is taken w.r.t. pairs of images randomly sampled from the training set. It
favours the embeddings to be uniformly distributed on a sphere, and, if the encoder satisfies this
property, any two orthogonal hyper-planes ✓1

l ? ✓2

l (passing through origin) give rise to two tasks
with the low similarity of 0.5 as measured by Eq. 2 (see Fig. 3-right).

In order to optimize the AS averaged over T✓e in Eq. 3, we can use a Monte-Carlo gradient estimator
and sample one hyper-plane ✓l at each step, e.g., w.r.t. an isotropic Gaussian distribution, which, on
average, results in dissimilar tasks given that the uniformity is high. As a result of running the task
discovery framework, we find the encoder parameters ✓⇤

e that optimize the objective Eq. 3 and gives
rise to the corresponding set of tasks T✓⇤

e
(see Eq. 4 and Fig. 3-right).

Note that the framework outlined above can be straightforwardly extended to the case of discovering
multi-way classification tasks as we show in Appendix D, where instead of sampling a hyperplane
that divides the embedding space into two parts, we sample K hyperplanes that divide the embedding
space into K regions and give rise to K classes.

Towards the space of high-AS tasks. Instead of creating a set of tasks, one could seek to define a

space of high-AS tasks. That is to define a basis set of tasks and a binary operation on a set of tasks
that constructs a new task and preserves the AS. The proposed formulation with a shared embedding
space can be seen as a step toward this direction. Indeed, in this case, the structure over T✓⇤

e
is

imposed implicitly by the space of liner hyperplanes ✓l 2 Rd, each of which gives rise to a high-AS
task.

4.4 Discovering High-AS Tasks on CIFAR-10 Dataset

In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed framework successfully finds dissimilar tasks
with high AS. We consider the same setting as in Sec. 3.2. We use the encoder-based discovery
described in Sec. 4.3 and use the ResNet-18 architecture for e(·; ✓e) with a linear layer mapping to
Rd (with d = 32) instead of the last classification layer. We use Adam as the meta-optimizer and
SGD optimizer for the inner-loop optimization. Please refer to Appendix L.2 for more details.

We optimize Eq. 3 to find ✓⇤
e and sample 32 tasks from T✓⇤

e
by taking d orthogonal hyper-planes ✓l.

We refer to these 32 tasks as TResNet. The average similarity (Eq. 2) between all pairs of tasks from
this set is 0.51, close to the smallest possible value of 0.5. For each discovered task, we evaluate its
AS in the same way as in Sec. 3.2 (according to Eq. 1). Fig. 1-center demonstrates that the proposed
task discovery framework successfully finds tasks with high AS. See more visualizations and analyses
of these discovered tasks in Sec. 5 and Appendix B.

Random networks give rise to high-AS tasks. Interestingly, in our experiments, we found that
if we initialize a task network randomly (standard uniform initialization from PyTorch [63]), the
corresponding task (after applying softmax) will have a high AS, on par with human-labelled and
discovered ones (⇡ 0.85). Different random initializations, however, give rise to very similar tasks
(e.g., 32 randomly sampled networks have an average similarity of 0.68 compared to 0.51 for the
discovered tasks. See Appendix K for a more detailed comparison). Therefore, a naive approach of
sampling random networks does not result in an efficient task discovery framework, as one needs to
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Figure 4: Left: The AS for tasks from THL, TResNet, TMLP, TViT measured on all three architectures (x and
y axis). Right: Sample images for each class of our discovered tasks are shown in the first two columns. We
show some unlabelled examples in the third column for the reader to guess the label. The answers are in the
Appendix B. These images have been sampled to be the most discriminative, as measured by the network
predicted probability. Right (top): Some of the discovered tasks from the unregulated version of task discovery
seem to be based on color patterns, e.g. ⌧1(x) = 1 are images with similar blue color, which make sense as a
learnable task and are expected (see Sec. 5.1). Right (bottom): The same, but for a regulated version where the
encoder was pretrained with SimCLR. The tasks seems to correspond more to semantic tasks e.g. ⌧reg.

1
(x) = 1

are images of vehicles with different backgrounds. As the pretraining encourages the encoder to be invariant
to color, it seems to be biased towards semantic information. Thus, the framework is able to pick up on the
inductive biases from SimCLR pretraining, via the discovered tasks.

draw prohibitively many of them to get sufficiently dissimilar tasks. Note, that this result is specific
to the initialization scheme used and not any instantiation of the network’s weights necessarily results
in a high-AS task.

5 Empirical Study of the Discovered Tasks

In this section, we first perform a qualitative analysis of the discovered tasks in Sec. 5.1. Second in
Sec. 5.2, we discuss the human-interpretability of the discovered tasks and whether human-labelled
tasks should be expected to be discovered. Then, we analyze how discovered tasks differ for three
different architectures in Sec. 5.3. We also study the dependency of the AS on the test data domain
and show the results in Appendix C in the interest of space.

5.1 Qualitative Analyses of the Discovered Tasks

Here we attempt to analyze the tasks discovered by the proposed discovery framework. Fig. 4-
top-right shows examples of images for three sample discovered tasks found in Sec. 4.4. For ease
of visualization, we selected the most discriminative images from each class as measured by the
network’s predicted probability. In the interest of space, the visuals for all tasks are in the Appendix B,
alongside some post hoc interpretability analysis.

Some of these tasks seem to be based on color, e.g. the class 1 of ⌧1 includes images with blue (sky
or water) color, and the class 0 includes images with orange color. Other tasks seem to pick up other
cues. These are basically reflections of the statistical patterns present in the data and the inductive

biases of the learning architecture.

Regulated task discovery described in Sec. 4.2 allows us to incorporate additional information to
favor the discovery of specific tasks, e.g., ones based on more high-level concepts. As an example,
we use self-supervised contrastive pre-training that learns embeddings invariant to the employed set
of augmentations [20, 22, 5, 52]. Specifically, we use embeddings of the ResNet-50 [24] trained
with SimCLR [9] as the input to the encoder e instead of raw images, which in this case is a 2-layer
fully-connected network. Note that the AS is still computed using the raw pixels.

Fig. 4-bottom-right shows the resulting tasks. Since the encoder is now more invariant to colour
information due to the colour jittering augmentation employed during pre-training [9], the discovered
tasks seem to be more aligned with CIFAR-10 classes; e.g. samples from ⌧ reg

1
’s class 1 show vehicles

against different backgrounds. Note that task discovery regulated by contrastive pre-training only
provides a tool to discover tasks invariant to the set of employed augmentations. The choice of
augmentations, however, depends on the set of tasks one wants to discover. For example, one should
not employ a rotation augmentation if they need to discover view-dependent tasks [78].
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5.2 On Human-Interpretability and Human-Labelled Tasks

In this section, we discuss i) if the discovered tasks should be visually interpretable to humans, ii) if
one should expect them to contain human-labelled tasks and if they do in practice, and iii) an example
of how the discovery of human-labelled tasks can be promoted.

Should the discovered high-AS tasks be human-interpretable? In this work, by “human-
interpretable tasks”, we generally refer to those classifications that humans can visually understand
or learn sufficiently conveniently. Human-labelled tasks are examples of such tasks. While we
found in Sec. 3.2 that such interpretable tasks have a high AS, the opposite is not true, i.e., not all

high-AS tasks should be visually interpretable by a human – as they reflect the inductive biases of the
particular learning algorithm used, which are not necessarily aligned with human perception. The
following “green pixel task” is an example of such a high-AS task that is learnable and generalizable
in a statistical learning sense but not convenient for humans to learn visually.

The “green pixel task”. Consider the following simple task: the label for x is 1 if the pixel p at a fixed
position has the green channel intensity above a certain threshold and 0 otherwise. The threshold is
chosen to split images evenly into two classes. This simple task has the AS of approximately 0.98,
and a network trained to solve it has a high test accuracy of 0.96. Moreover, the network indeed
seems to make the predictions based on this rule rather than other cues: the accuracy remains almost
the same when we set all pixels but p to random noise and, on the flip side, drops to the chance level
of 0.5 when we randomly sample p and keep the rest of the image untouched. This suggests that the
network captured the underlying rule for the task and generalizes well in the statistical learning sense.
However, it would be hard for a human to infer this pattern by only looking at examples of images
from both classes, and consequently, it would appear like an uninterpretable/random task to human
eyes.

It is sensible that many of the discovered tasks belong to such a category. This indicates that finding
more human-interpretable tasks would essentially require bringing in additional constraints and

biases that the current neural network architectures do not include. We provide an example of such a
promotion using the SSL regulated task discovery results below.

Do discovered tasks contain human-labelled tasks? We observe that the similarity between the
discovered and most human-labelled tasks is relatively low (see Fig. 11-left and Appendix E for
more details). As mentioned above, human-labelled tasks make up only a small subset of all tasks
with a high AS. The task discovery framework aims to find different (i.e., dissimilar) tasks from this
set and not necessarily all of them. In other words, there are many tasks with a high AS other than
human-labelled ones, which the proposed discovery framework successfully finds.

As mentioned above, introducing additional inductive biases would be necessary to promote finding
more human-labelled tasks. We demonstrate this by using the tasks discovered with the SimCLR
pre-trained encoder (see Sec. 5.1). Fig. 11-right shows that the recall of human-labelled tasks among
the discovered ones increases notably due to the inductive biases that SimCLR data augmentations
bring in.

5.3 The Dependency of the Agreement Score and Discovered Tasks on the Architecture

In this section, we study how the AS of a task depends on the neural network architecture used for
measuring the AS. We include human-labelled tasks as well as a set of tasks discovered using different
architectures in this study. We consider the same architectures as in Sec. 3.2: ResNet-18, MLP, and
ViT. We change both f and e to be one of MLP or ViT and run the same discovery process as in
Sec. 4.4. As a result, we obtain three sets: TResNet, TMLP, TViT, each with 32 tasks. For each task,
we evaluate its AS on all three architectures. Fig. 4-left shows that high-AS tasks for one architecture
do not necessary have similar AS when measured on another architecture (e.g., TResNet on ViT). For
MLP and ViT architectures, we find that ASs correlate well for all groups for tasks, which is aligned
with the understanding that these architectures are more similar to each other than to ResNet-18.

More importantly, we note that comparing architectures on any single group of tasks is not enough.
For example, if comparing the AS for ResNet-18 and MLP only on human-labelled tasks THL,
one might conclude that they correlate well (⇢ = 0.8), suggesting they generalize on similar tasks.
However, when the set TResNet is taken into account, the conclusion changes (⇢ = 0.17). Thus, it is
important to analyse the different architectures on a broader set of tasks not to bias our understanding,
and the proposed task discovery framework allows for more complete analyses.
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Figure 5: Adversarial splits on CIFAR-10. Left: Test accuracy for human-labelled tasks ⌧hl on random and
adversarial splits. The boxplot distribution is over four ⌧hl tasks for the random split and 24 (⌧hl, ⌧d) pairs for
the adversarial one. Training with the adversarial split results in a significant test performance drop. Center:
Example of an adversarial split, constructed such that images from train and test sets have the opposite correlation
between ⌧hl and ⌧d (the percentage of images in each group is shown in brackets). The model seems to learn
to make its predictions based on ⌧d instead of ⌧hl (hence, the significant test accuracy drop). Right: Each dot
corresponds to a pair of tasks (⌧1, ⌧2), where the y-axis is the test accuracy after training on the corresponding
adversarial split to predict ⌧1, and the x-axis is the difference in the AS of these two tasks. The plot suggests that
the network favors learning the task with a higher AS: the higher the AS of ⌧1 is, the higher the accuracy w.r.t. ⌧1
is. Thus, for an adversarial split to be successful, the AS of the target task ⌧1 should be lower than the AS of ⌧2.

6 Adversarial Dataset Splits
In this section, we demonstrate how the discovered tasks can be used to reveal biases and failure modes
of a given network architecture (and training pipeline). In particular, we introduce an adversarial

split – which is a train-test dataset split such that the test accuracy of the yielded network significantly
drops, compared to a random train-test split. This is because the AS can reveal what tasks a network
favors to learn, and thus, the discovered tasks can be used to construct such adversarial splits.

6.1 Creating Adversarial Train-Test Dataset Partitions Using Discovered High-AS Tasks

For a given human-labelled task ⌧hl, let us consider the standard procedure of training a network on
D(Xtr, ⌧hl) and testing it on D(Xte, ⌧hl). The network usually achieves a high test accuracy when
the dataset is split into train and test sets randomly. Using discovered tasks, we show how to construct
adversarial splits on which the test accuracy drops significantly after training. To do that, we take a
discovered task ⌧d with a high AS and construct the split, s.t. ⌧hl and ⌧d have the same labels on the
training set Xadv

tr
and the opposite ones on the test set Xadv

te
(see Fig. 5-center):

Xadv

tr
= {x | ⌧hl(x) = ⌧d(x), x 2 X}, Xadv

te
= {x | ⌧hl(x) 6= ⌧d(x), x 2 X}. (6)

Fig. 5-left shows that for various pairs of (⌧hl, ⌧d), the test accuracy on D(Xadv

te
, ⌧hl) drops signifi-

cantly after training on D(Xadv

tr
, ⌧hl). This suggests the network chooses to learn the cue in ⌧d, rather

than ⌧hl, as it predicts 1 � ⌧hl on Xadv

te
, which coincides with ⌧d. We note that we keep the class

balance and sizes of the random and adversarial splits approximately the same (see Fig. 5-center).

A discovered task ⌧d, in this case, can be seen as a spurious feature [68, 33] and the adversarial split
creates a spurious correlation between ⌧hl and ⌧d on Xadv

tr
, that fools the network. Similar behaviour

was observed before on datasets where spurious correlations were curated manually [67, 47, 77]. In
contrast, the described approach using the discovered tasks allows us to find such spurious features,
to which networks are vulnerable, automatically. It can potentially find spurious correlations on
datasets where none was known to exist or find new ones on existing benchmarks, as shown below.

In Appendix F, we show how to extend this approach to multi-class classification, and provide results
for the results for the original 10-way classification task of the CIFAR-10 dataset. We also construct
and present adversarial adversarial splits for ImageNet and CelebA datasets in Appendix G.

6.2 Neural Networks Favor Learning the Task with a Higher AS.

The empirical observation made in the previous section demonstrates that a network trained on a
dataset where ⌧hl and ⌧d coincide predicts the latter. While theoretical analysis is needed to understand
the cause of this phenomenon, here, we provide an empirical clue towards its understanding.

We consider a set of 10 discovered tasks and 4 human-labelled tasks. For all pairs of tasks (⌧1, ⌧2)
from this set, we construct the adversarial split according to Eq. 6, train a network on D(Xadv

tr
, ⌧1)

and test it on D(Xadv

te
, ⌧1). Fig. 5-right shows the test accuracy against the difference in the agreement
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score of these two tasks AS(⌧1)�AS(⌧2). We find that the test accuracy w.r.t. ⌧1 correlates well with
the difference in the agreement: when AS(⌧1) is sufficiently larger than AS(⌧2), the network makes
predictions according to ⌧1, and vice-versa. When the agreement scores are similar, the network
makes test predictions according to neither of them (see Appendix I for further discussion). This
observation suggests that an adversarial split is successful, i.e., causes the network to fail, if the AS
of the target task ⌧1 is lower than that of the task ⌧2 used to create the split.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce task discovery, a framework that finds tasks on which a given network
architecture generalizes well. It uses the Agreement Score (AS) as the measure of generalization
and optimizes it over the space of tasks to find generalizable ones. We show the effectiveness of this
approach and demonstrate multiple examples of such generalizable tasks. We find that these tasks are
not limited to human-labelled ones and can be based on other patterns in the data. This framework
provides an empirical tool to analyze neural networks through the lens of the tasks they generalize
on and can potentially help us better understand deep learning. Below we outline a few research
directions that can benefit from the proposed task discovery framework.

Understanding neural networks’ inductive biases. Discovered tasks can be seen as a reflection of
the inductive biases of a learning algorithm (network architectures, optimization with SGD, etc.), i.e.,
a set of preferences that allow them to generalize on these tasks. Therefore, having access to these
biases in the form of concrete tasks could help us understand them better and guide the development
of deep learning frameworks.

Understanding data. As discussed and shown, task discovery depends on, not only the learning
model, but also the data in hand. Through the analysis of discovered tasks, one can, for example, find
patterns in data that interact with a model’s inductive biases and affect its performance, thus use the
insights to guide dataset collection.

Generalization under distribution shifts. The AS turned out to be predictive of the cues/tasks a
network favors in learning. The consequent adversarial splits (Sec. 6) provide a tool for studying
the biases and generalization of neural networks under distribution shifts. They can be constructed
automatically for datasets where no adverse distribution shifts are known and help us to build more
broad-scale benchmarks and more robust models.

8 Limitations

The proposed instantiation of a more general task discovery framework has several limitations, which
we outline below, along with potential approaches to address them.

Completeness: the set of discovered tasks does not necessarily include all of the tasks with a high
AS. Novel optimization methods that better traverse different optima of the optimization objective
Eq. 3, e.g., [61, 50], and further scaling are needed to address this aspect. Also, while the proposed
encoder-based parametrization yields an efficient task discovery method, it imposes some constraints
on the discovered tasks, as there might not exist an encoder such that the corresponding set of tasks
T✓e contains all and only high-AS ones.

Scalability: the task discovery framework relies on an expensive meta-optimization, which limits
its applicability to large-scale datasets. This problem can be potentially addressed in future works
with recent advances in efficient meta-optimization methods [49, 65] as well as employing effective
approximations of the current processes.

Interpretability: As we discussed and demonstrated, analysis of discovered high-AS tasks can shed
more light on how the neural networks work. However, it is the expected behavior that not all of
these tasks may be easily interpretable or “useful” in the conventional sense (e.g. as an unsupervised
pre-training task). This is more of a consequence of the learning model under discovery, rather than
the task discovery framework itself. Having discovered tasks that exhibit such properties requires
additional inductive biases to be incorporated in the learning model. This was discussed in Sec. 5.2.
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and Oğuzhan Fatih Kar for the feedback on earlier drafts of this manuscript. We also thank Onur
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